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special event

Hear the Pictures! See the Music!
in the frame of International Documentary
Film Festival CRONOGRAF
Union of Fine Artists from Republic of Moldova
(www.arta.md), in cooperation with OWH TV Studio (www.owh.md) is organising in the frame of
International Documentary Film Festival CRONOGRAF a special event – Hear the Pictures! See
the Music!. The event has as its main guest Marek Brandt aka triPhaze (www.marek-brandt.de),
DJ/VJ from Germany, who will present an audio/video show in Club BoozTime on Sunday, 18th of
May, 10 pm (31 August 1989 str. nr. 117, Chişinău).
triPhaze is a DJ and VJ at the same time. During his
show the pictures and the music will fuse into a unique content. Combining electric music,
electronica and drum’n’bass with sequences from movies, he offers a new audio/visual experience.
triPhaze workes with experimental music, visual arts and photography, produces sound
installations, non narrative experimental documentations and soundscapes in live cinema context.
triPhaze is musician and artist. He works with digital
music, media-art, networking and video. During his live-performances he uses field recordings,
samples and digital analog synths and laptop. A very important aspect of his performances is the
visual contents, with live - generated flash-animations, videos, analog and digital pictures. The live
performances are more ambient-like, cluttered sounds with the use of hypnotic noise loops, white
noise and sub-bass. As tool triPhaze uses also Granular Synthese and distant drums and creates
most of the time a very emotional atmosphere and take the audience on a trip through time and
unusual sounds - like a movie your head.
Beside being a musician, triPhaze is the founder of
experimental electronic music label - “Privatelektro” (www.privatelektro.de) and member of the
famous “Laptoporchester Berlin” (www.laptoporchester.de) and member of the group “Parachute”.
His videos and Installations are internationally
screened, in such places like: Gallery of Contemporary Art – Leipzig; Nextwave Festival 2004 –
Australia; Saidye Bronfman Centre of the Arts – Montreal, Canada; Stuttgarter Filmwinter –
Germany; Academy of Visual Arts – Leipzig; Gwangju Biennale - South Korea, etc.
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